
Carefree
A paper pieced quilt

by Rosie Stirling



Disclaimer: This guide is for home-use only. Do not use for commercial purposes.
Please reference this document/the original quilt in any public reproductions.

Contact: Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions on email -
rosemarystirling@gmail.com or Twitter - @stirling_minor

Thank you for your interest in the Carefree quilt. This is not an absolute pattern and
is open to your interpretation. I pretty much made this up as I went along, with a
basic idea scratched out in the back of a notebook. The tips and instructions written
out below represent the way that I did things  but please do take these with a bit of
artistic license – my way is quite likely not to be the most straightforward way!
Above all I hope you enjoy making the Carefree quilt; the large amount of hand
sewing involved can seem a little daunting but can easily be an enjoyable and re-
laxing process (especially when it’s combined with an episode of Coronation Street
and a large glass of red!).

DIMENSIONS:

This quilt is 150 cm wide and 180 cm tall. It covers the top of a double bed (up to
pillows) comfortably but has little material hanging over the sides. This is beneficial
as the pattern can be taken to the edges of the quilt without being distorted when
in use. The width of the quilt is made up of 24 hexagons in total, the height is made
up of 18 hexagons and an additional stripy header and footer.

MATERIALS:

Paper hexagons with sides of 5 cm
Colour – 15 different fat quarters in chosen colours
Creams – 3 different creams each of 1.5 metres
Motif – 1.5 metres of a contrasting solid
Binding – 0.5 metres of chosen fabric
Backing – 3 metres of solid or subtly patterned cream



TIPS:

Hexagons:
I. The bulk of this quilt is created using English paper piecing (EPP) of hexa-

gons. I won’t go into detail about this technique, if you are not familiar with it
an excellent tutorial can be found at http://
sometimescrafter.blogspot.co.uk/2009/10/tutorial-hexagons.html.

II. The coloured portion of the quilt is essentially random. To produce this
‘random’ effect, baste equal amounts of hexagons from all fabrics in each
batch you plan to sew (e.g. 6 of each). Once all hexagons in one batch are
prepared simply shuffle into a pile and sew together in the order they appear.
This ensures that the mix of fabrics will be random however there will be no
obvious preference to a particular fabric in any area of the quilt.

III. Work on the quilt in six portions, as shown below, beginning in the left hand
corner and moving upwards. This will make it easier to organise where the
motif should go and to keep track of where the gradation from colours to
cream should go.

IV. The gradation of hexagons begins at 11 hexagons at the top of the quilt and
ends at a width of 22 hexagons at the base.

V. There is no hard and fast rule for how steep the gradation should be – there
is absolutely no better alternative to laying everything out on the floor to
see what looks best! Remember
to include a few strategically
placed coloured/cream hexagons
either side of this line to make it
appear a little less defined.

VI. The cream hexagons are arranged
in diagonal lines to make the col-
oured hexagons appear scattered
upon the more structured cream
surface.

Motif:
I. The figurine motif was drawn free hand on a contrasting solid using tailors

chalk. For clarity a smaller version is included at the back of this guide.
II. It is beneficial to cut and hem the motif early in the process of making this

quilt. This way it can be placed alongside the growing number of hexagons
to identify its optimum position on the quilt.

III. It is not necessary for the motif to lie completely on top of hexagons, only
the borders need overlap. By having the motif prepared and roughly placed
early on time need not be wasted by sewing together hexagons that will not
be seen!

IV. Once the surrounding hexagons are sewn baste the motif on securely, fol-
low this by blind stitching or appliquéing the motif to the hexagons using a
complementary coloured thread.

Header & footer:
I. Both the header and the footer of the design carry on the gradation from

colours to creams but in simple strip form rather than hexagons. There are
four strips in the header and three in the footer.

II. The strips are the same height as the hexagons – this is important as it
helps keep uniformity when the material is quilted later on.

III. Using these strips is a very handy way of using up scraps left over from hex-
agon making!

Backing:
I. The backing is comprised mainly of a solid cream, or one with a very subtle

pattern. The only noticeable detail is three strips the same as that in the
footer of the quilt front. This is placed approximately 40 cm from the head
of the quilt.
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Finishing:
I. Once basted the three layers are quilted following the edges of the hexa-

gons, as can be seen in the cover photograph.
II. This should be completed over the entire quilt; where the material is com-

prised in strips and over the motif the stitching will create artificial hexa-
gons.

III. Once quilted use the edge of a plate to draft out the rounded corners and
cut carefully.

IV. Bind the edges of the quilt with your chosen material.
V. YOU ARE FINISHED, ENJOY!
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